In this article, autonomous flight performance of an unmanned aerial robot is advanced by benefiting aerodynamic nose and tail cone shapes redesign both experimentally and computationally. 
INTRODUCTION
For around last five quarters, aerial robots have robots is proposed in detail by [1] . Additionally, various scientific researhes on design, manufacturing and autonomous control of aerial robot have been currently investigated [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In order to obtain maximum performance for an air vehicle, several researhes are conducted on aerodynamic shape improvement [8] [9] [10] [11] . In
Several tail cone shapes such as elliptical tail cone, conical tail cone and spherical tail cone are tested in order to reduce drag [9] . Also, optimal wing shapes are investigated to obtain minimum drag for an experimental unmanned aerial vehicle by using an aerodynamic shape improvement algorithm [10] . These studies show that 30% of wing drag reduction can be achieved by aerodynamic shape improvements. In another research, improvement of free-to-rotate tail fins are performed [11] . Both steady and unsteady asymmetric flows among its designs in canard fins are calculated by solving the ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes solutions with Fluent [12] [13] [14] . The optimum tail fin reduced roll rate of the tail fins around 6%, and increased the normal force about 4%. 
MORPHING MECHANISM OF THE AERIAL ROBOT
Aerial robot wings yield the aerial robot to satisfy the flight conditions, but wings solely are not sufficient to satisfy the best flight performance in each condition. In order to achieve the optimal performance, mechanisms such as morphing flaps and wing tips that can change wing surface and aerial robot geometry during flight have studied by researchers and designers. After seeing accomplishment of these studies, placement of mechanical moving elements on the wing tips and remote control of wing tips are developed [16, 17] . In this study, both nose and tail cone of aerial robot are redesigned. Drawing of manufactured morphing aerial robot Zanka-II, and its side and upper view photos are illustrated in Figure 1 . Emax values are calculated using various equations of nose and tail cone with both CFD and WT.
Comparation results of CFD and WT are given in Table 1 
Aerodynamical Results
In this subsection, various nose and tail cone shapes such as elliptical, conical, biconical, inverse-parabolic, parabolic, spherically blunted tangent ogive, and haack series [18, 19] are investigated to maximize the value of maximum fineness (Emax). In Table 1 with the aforementioned cone configurations. In Figure 6 , wind tunnel experiments for initial and optimum geometry are presented. , P I
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